SECURITY MODEL FOR CLOUD SERVICES BASED ON A QUANTITATIVE GOVERNANCE MODELLING APPROACH
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ABSTRACT

The security of the cloud, in whatever form it may take, is the most important issue to consider. This necessitates the development of efficient security measurable evaluation techniques for the purpose of shielding data, services, and infrastructure from assaults that may be carried out. The cloud is now receiving a lot of attention in the market, but most businesses are not yet prepared to move their operations to the cloud for the simple reason that safety is their primary worry. No of the nature of the service being utilised by the customer, the business as well as the service provider have the responsibility for maintaining the system's security. As a direct consequence of this, a paradigm for the study of system simulation constituting governance has been provided for cloud-based systems. This article presents a cloud asset mapping and quantifiable governance security evaluation model. Components of this model include asset classification, evaluation, mapping of an appropriate security model, followed by security scanning, a security repair model, and a security quantifiable governance evaluation model. This security elevation model includes a set of assessment aspects that are relevant to a variety of areas, such as networking, maintenance, security application development, and computing, amongst others. The user G-Cloud platform is essential for the successful implementation of the quantitative governance evaluation for many cloud users. This solution walks users through the process of enhancing operation, altering configuration, and finding vulnerabilities using visual graphs to present a dynamic scanning security score. The ranking may include one or many clouds. Doing things right in order to make the cloud's resources safer. This security evaluation system protects the virtual assets of the business as well as the physical organisation by giving better security solutions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Cloud technology is employed to distribute & operate services to users. Cloud technology is probably the most popular development within the IT industry [1]. This innovation is rooted in the internet, as well as the cloud services include content and applications. Systems and other such resources may be accessible from every place depending on the demands of the client. According to the experts, grid computing is "a virtual machine that provides IT-approved solutions to clients via the internet." A cloud is a collection of virtualized servers that may be conveniently offered. Technology, equipment, and software solutions are examples of reserves. The client is not required to save information on their machine; instead, the information could be saved on an isolated virtual machine or in the web [2]. The importance of cloud technology is growing every day, and it's attracting a lot of attention from the technological and research sectors. Cloud computing may be viewed as a computing platform as well as a decentralized structure. Cloud services offer safe, easy, and speedy storage space. The basic goal of cloud computing is to perceive most computer assets as services and provide them thru the network [3]. Cloud technology is cost-effective because it is flexible, has a unified networking, which provides massive opportunity to IT solutions. Such approach facilitates flexibility, cooperation on demand, adaptability, and reliability, speeds job
Cloud services and data are three of the service’s most important responsibilities. Information security and privacy concerns are a major deterrent to the rapid adoption of the Cloud model, as described above. Confidentiality, data security, phishing, and multi-tenancy are just a few of the known security and privacy concerns with Cloud computing. In this section, we will investigate the several security and privacy issues that can be found in the Cloud computing system, and we will offer some recommendations for dealing with these dangers.

Users of cloud computing employ a variety of distributed cloud models to meet their unique requirements, and as a result, security and privacy risks in the cloud vary depending on the underlying cloud infrastructure. The Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) identifies information leaks, denial of service (DoS) attacks, and advanced persistent threats as the most common types of attacks against cloud infrastructure (APT).

Multilayered, tried-and-true security systems are essential for a safe Cloud infrastructure. For this reason, it's crucial to tune an existing Intrusion Detection System (IDS) to proactively track suspect threats and block attacks before they can spread across a network. In addition, it is possible to segregate the numerous observed events in order to conduct network status analysis. Threats to Cloud CIA resources and services are said to come from both internal and external actors.

Internal regulations and external regulations can both be the source of compliance needs. When it comes to the regulations that govern the workplace, they take the form of either guidelines or operational procedures. On the other side, external restrictions include things like laws, civil contracts, and regulations. This already complicated scenario gets even more entangled when you include in the possibility that special industry standards will come into play in some fields, such as banking, healthcare, insurance, or the public sector. To guarantee that risk management can be carried out in a practical manner, it is necessary to specify the requirements for compliance.

2. CLOUD COMPUTING MODELS AND ITS SECURITY POLICIES

2.1 Approaches in Cloud Technology Implementation

This NIST specification defines four application scenarios.
Public-Cloud: To put it another way, public cloud services are defined by the fact that they are made available to clients through the internet by a mediator distributor of services. "Public" does not always imply open, even if it is reasonably priced or open to use, and it does not imply that the user's data is exposed to the public. In general, cloud service companies offer their clients an accessibility control method. The cloud service can enable elasticity and cost-effective service delivery [7].

Private-Cloud: Many applications available in public cloud computing, such as service-based computing and elastic computing, may be available in the private cloud. The key distinction between both the two types of cloud technology is that processing & information is kept inside the business with little or no constraints for security exposures, connectivity, or regulatory requirements while utilizing public cloud services. Furthermore, the cloud infrastructure may give the client or supplier with greater control over the reliability and safety of the virtualized environment that is because the client access and using services are defined and controlled [8].

Community-Cloud: Such associations of businesses are created by common interests such special needs for secure or generic technology, which could utilize and regulates the cloud services. All individuals may exchange data accessibility and services in the cloud network [9].

Hybrid-Cloud: A hybrid cloud is a collection of private and open clouds that can communicate with one another. On this sort of internet, clients often transfer quasi-essential information and handle it on the cloud platform while controlling the information & maintaining business critical functions [10].

2.2 Cloud Security Standards

The majority of web services prioritize protection in context. Internet services offer security standards to users by taking care of the security. Due to growing utilization of cloud computing, this becomes big market to intruders & hackers to access the information. The secure topic concentrated on several major areas for assuring reliability, privacy, integrity of information, and cloud - based services.

Information Security: Throughout the internet, all information that is to be kept is located in shared resources comprising decentralized information exchange from the separated components spatially. Controlling accessibility should be employed to safeguard information stored inside a cloud infrastructure in order to retain & secure organizational information [11]. This data comprises of profile page information and all linked to the client that exploits using data in the cloud, the participant's interaction details make the suspect's job simpler [17] [18]. Cloud services include setups, programs, framework algorithms, and customer data. For restricting access to the mentioned sections, an identity-based check is supplied [12].

Identification and Access Monitoring: The difficulty of handling credentials grows in parallel with the number of cloud services utilized by enterprises. Businesses might sometimes lose control of their service. In those cases, identity-based controls accessibility to policy guidelines is required. For the client to complete their task authorization is allowed & needed data must be supplied. Ensure that businesses' access and identification controls were constrained under secure regulatory requirements while employing online services [13].

Security Evaluation: Cloud users may proceed with the evaluation procedure. Recognizing potential dangers is indeed a critical part of cloud infrastructure security [14]. In enabling validation throughout cloud migration while without negating risk analysis & security considerations. In addition to this, there are a few other cases to offer the necessary extra security [16]. Any company with unified security policies and reliability improves risk analysis both for internet service users and for cloud platform [15].

2.3 Cloud Paradigm Challenges

Problems with data loss, privacy leakage, multi-tenancy, unauthorized access to management platforms, Internet protocol, and injection attacks are among the most common in the Cloud. Problems of this nature can open the door to assaults, provide hackers with control over permitted access, and lead to the exposure of sensitive information.

Threats to cloud computing are substantial when they involve these weaknesses, and this impacts business in a variety of ways. Identifying potential dangers and doing thorough analyses of their actions is a tried-and-true method of protecting yourself from harm. Cloud computing is discussed here, along with the various problems that can arise from using the service.

Different clients and businesses can share the same instance of software running on the SaaS provider's servers, thanks to multi-tenancy. Virtually any user firm can utilize a programme.
developed for data partitioning and virtual configuration with the use of specialized software. There is a significant danger of exposure in the SaaS model since users must rely on multi-tenant apps developed by Cloud Service Providers (CSP). Since sensitive information like financial and personal data are hosted in the Cloud system, the Cloud provider is directly responsible for the maximum-security of their customers' data [19].

Although some Cloud providers use strategies like resource management and task scheduling, CSPs providers are the only ones who truly maximise hardware capability by means of virtualization. Setting up a Virtual Machine (VM) in a sandbox means isolating it from the rest of the host system. According to this philosophy, it is secure to share hardware with customers. However, security flaws in the sandboxed system can allow attackers to compromise the host. The virtualization software comes highly recommended because it can reveal modern flaws in Cloud security, such as the ability to get data by attacking a VM on another machine via a cross-Virtual Machine side channel [20].

Cloud data security places a premium on ensuring that only authorized users can view and respond to data requests. The lack of a foundational standard for data integrity highlights the necessity of developing one. Clients are expected to exhibit several values in the computer realm, one of which is trust. Trust is a challenge that many organizations face today, and it has far-reaching effects on how they handle their customer's data [21].

Giving unauthorized users access to Cloud management platforms and resources is a major security risk. Users are vulnerable because of the widespread use of similar technology in Cloud service provisioning. Access control is a reasonable mitigation strategy in such a case, as it aids in protecting the client's private data and the privacy of the client's domain. It is important to remember that Cloud service systems are vulnerable to hackers due to the usage of a single-style authentication model and weak authentication techniques[22].

There is no universal set of laws or regulations covering how an organization should go about hiring new workers or handling sensitive employee data. Some employees, however, have more seniority and are therefore granted special access to confidential information. They proposed establishing and exercising strict rules in the management of the supply chain, based on CSA, as well as implementing transparency in the general data security and management activities standard, outlining notification procedures during security failures, and using Service Level Agreement (SLA) as a demand for human resources. Working for a CSP, where everyone is presumed to be trustworthy, could make it much simpler for a malicious actor to hide their true intentions. Especially if the CSP is unable to closely monitor its employees, this person can easily become embroiled in malevolent events if they have unrestricted access to critical information[23].

Phishing attacks, in which cybercriminals pose as trustworthy individuals in order to obtain sensitive information from unsuspecting victims, can have devastating effects on individuals and businesses. The goal of identity theft is to illegally obtain private information on individuals and businesses via the Internet. An encryption key is used for all secure communications within the Cloud system, allowing for strict control over who has access to sensitive data[24].

Cybercriminals can easily acquire access to sensitive information while it is in transit from one location to another or between various systems. This happens frequently when SSL is improperly configured and therefore not sufficiently secure. Hackers can target the internal communication of Cloud systems. Limiting the damage that can be done by a man in the middle can be accomplished through proper SSL configuration and data analysis among trusted parties.

A denial-of-service (DoS) attack is one that attempts to restrict or halt the provision of a service or the provision of necessary data. This results in a situation where some or all actual users are unable to access the service. When the authorized user attempts to access the data server via Cloud services, the connection is terminated. Because the attacker's strategy involves repeatedly overwhelming the server with requests for a specific resource, the server in question becomes overwhelmed and is unable to respond to a genuine access request. This attack can be carried out in a number of methods, including through a SQL injection attack, excessive use of bandwidth, or improper management of model resources.

One popular form of cyberattack involves "phishing," in which the perpetrator poses as a trustworthy source in order to trick their targets into clicking on a malicious link. Because of the Cloud, cybercriminals may easily conceal the fact that they are hosting the accounts of many different customers who use Cloud services through phishing. Phishing can be classified as either a general or a targeted attack. Having a careless, fundamental approach that allows cybercriminals to
utilize Cloud services for even the most basic purposes, like hosting a site for a phishing attack, is a major security risk. Next, there is the issue of account hijacking using Cloud services.

3. QUANTIFIABLE GOVERNANCE EVALUATION SECURITY MODEL

Here the quantifiable governance evaluation model for security on a cross or single cloud platform as indicated in Figure 1. The present system contains asset evaluation & mapping model, security evaluation model, security scanning module, security vulnerability database, security repairing module, establishment model module and maintenance model module.

3.1 Cloud Asset Evaluation & Mapping Model

All the domains of security should be work in efficient manner to achieve the objectives of business. How the governance, quantifiable evaluation & risk management plans to act together is represented in Figure 1. The organization basic responsibility is to control the structure of organization and implement& identify the process hence the risk management, efficient security governance, compliance should be achieved possibly. Governance means any technologies, laws and set of policies which can work within an organization and also gives directions for achieving the objectives of security. Few of organizational responsibilities are:

- Cloud provider having access risk.
- Protect sensitive information.
- Understand legal issues.
- Life cycle management of information.
- Interoperability & Portability.

To achieve effective risk management the organization should implement the framework and the risk management performance of framework is measured by metrics. For ensuring required enforce of security the organization is implemented with the service level agreement.

3.2 Security Scanning Module

The security scanning can be executed in parallel or serial means, and according to the definition of evaluation module it gives one out score for every resource. For one user or cloud the overall security of the result of quantifiable evaluation is score as 0 - MAX, MAX 1, 10, 100. Suppose the customer selects the vulnerabilities security repair then the repair engine is come for checking its repairs & vulnerabilities based on rules defined. The defined rules are as follows:

1. The assets of organization can only be accessed by authorized users.
2. For authorization or authentication the identity federation model is applied.
3. The log in of user depends on single sign-on capability.
4. For providing the control access the leveraging identities & managing identity services are used. Among all, the good option is web base management identity.

3.3 Quantifiable Evaluation Security Model

The concept of quantifiable security valuation is the most important component of the current security valuation system, according to the current computing security weight, given as equation (4) & (5).

According to the computing security weight, network security or storage security, the Si will have one fixed score which can give one score as out. So each checking security item can give one score Si based on weight & importance. Ssi may also be a variable value, which can be altered with included checking items capacity.

Quantifiable Security Evaluation Process: The accessing of user as UP is defined in Equation (6) as the collection of resources. UPi is corresponds to Pi, the checking items required for UPi scan is defined by Pi.

\[ UP = \{UP_1, UP_2, UP_3, ..., UP_N\} \quad (6) \]

The secure service method can trigger guidelines for variant secure holes is the equivalent of Pij. Single link for the fixed ways is Oij. The Lij level can be very complicated, simplified means for no security risk it can be 1, for top weakness it is 0. Single Pij corresponding to the single Si, this Sij, MAX is the aggregate of all totals (1 or 100) is given as equation (4) & (5).

\[ S_i = \sum_{j=1}^{M} S_{ij} \quad (4) \]

\[ MAX = \sum_{i=1}^{N} S_i \quad (5) \]

Security Archives and Artifacts: The security model approach is one example of such a paradigm, which is series with security fields denoted by the letters P=P1, P2, P3...PN. In network field of information security, Pi is one of the collections that maintains, among other things, a safety group, an application security library, an acquisition of limited access, a storage security bundle, and computing security.

One Pi of P includes variant item for checking the security Pi, as VM, OS of physical server, other items of vulnerability and container systems. All items are composed as Pi as shown in equation (1)

\[ P_i = \{P_{i1}, P_{i2}, P_{i3}, P_{ij} ..., P_{iM}\} \quad (1) \]

For every Pi, security engine can check the objects current security status within the collection assets of cloud is A for one user that is given as equation (2).

\[ A = \{A_1, A_2, A_3, ..., A_N\} \quad (2) \]

For every Pi, security engine can check the objects current security status within the collection assets of cloud is A for one user that is given as equation (2).

\[ A_i = \{A_{i1}, A_{i2}, A_{i3}, A_{ij} ..., A_{iM}\} \quad (3) \]

Suppose in checking process the scanning engine can give one triple as out5 = [Sij, Lij, Oij]. Here highest score is Sij, vulnerable security level is Lij, one link for the fixed ways is Oij. The Lij level can be very complicated, simplified means for no security risk it can be 1, for top weakness it is 0. Single Pij corresponding to the single Si, this Sij, MAX is the aggregate of all totals (1 or 100) is given as equation (4) & (5).

\[ S_i = \sum_{j=1}^{M} S_{ij} \quad (4) \]

\[ MAX = \sum_{i=1}^{N} S_i \quad (5) \]

Among the good option is web base management identity.
on the fixed results after the completion of repair engine work.

3.4 Mapping Data between Provider and Organization

To provide or release any service the cloud providers determined the conditions. The IDM & security services the providers should be provide various levels. To prevent the intrusions the organizations register their companies with the service providers should have good SLAs (Service Level Management). Such type of organizations should be provided with the adequate identifiable attributes which can be utilized in case of tracing the any type of Security Bridge. Therefore, end to end security is maintained. With the registry, the service providers relate well, release of any service may authorized by this unit.

3.5 Data accessing by user

Cloud Services’ Registry is the one that plays major role in understanding the way in which data is accessed by the user or information on internet. In cloud computing segment, all available services are registered in the registry by the cloud services. All the services are maintained by the registers and made them available to the customers. The services are described by the service providers for releasing the customers. For determining the payment indices the register should consult the service metering unit.

4. RESULTS

Based on the customer G-Cloud platform the quantifiable governance security evaluation has been executed. Here the system environment consists of two independent clouds. Based on the G cloud OS one cloud is set upped and second one is Open Stack based. The cloud 1 had storage resource of 200 TB and 16 physical machines can be owned as computing resources (total of 512 core). The cloud 2 had it own storage resources 150TB, 10 physical machines as computing resources (total of 320 core). The two clouds shares with the 40Gb/s network bandwidth. By using the same API security the two clouds are monitored. The quantifiable evaluation means it can also evaluates the security status of single customer. The scanning module checks the security state of the client and only those resources that have been granted access are examined. Only the security view will be able to display the current security state in this case. Quantifiable methods that can provide users or administrators with a single understandable user interface for determining the security state of their systems and leading them through the process of exposing security flaws are desired. The scanning module checks the security state of the client and only those resources that have been granted access are examined. Only the security view will be able to display the current security state in this case. Quantifiable methods that can provide users or administrators with a single understandable user interface for determining the security state of their systems and leading them through the process of exposing security flaws are desired. The scanning module checks the security state of the client and only those resources that have been granted access are examined. Only the security view will be able to display the current security state in this case. Quantifiable methods that can provide users or administrators with a single understandable user interface for determining the security state of their systems and leading them through the process of exposing security flaws are desired. To enhance the security maintenance efficiency the non-automation security tools will be replaced.

The security scanning has been done with parallel or serial mode is shown in Table 1. Suppose serial scanning model is adopted, then the module of security scanning was deployed in one server, the scanning of storage resources, network resources and computing resources (as virtual/ physical server) are done one by one. The resource scale was very large for some times. For several hours, overall sampling time remains long. By the parallel scanning model is adopted then the security module is deployed on several hosts (i.e single group contains five VM’s), that divides the single host to various resources & assigns task for variant hosts for accelerating reliability of scanning & reduces span in fulfilling the customer expectation. Similarly, in the cloud resources for security scanning single host on single network or two would adjust the parallel & serial mean. Basically in 30sec one user views can be acquired, this time can be accepted within one cloud domain for their customers.
Here a case study was explained which can be applied to the present security methodology to compute risks to assets of a Cloud enterprise (CSP1). The physical hosts H1 & H2 are resided in the premises of CSP. The virtual machine is the VM1 in H1 & the virtual machine in H2 is VM2. In VM1 the S1 service was deployed and in VM2 the data was stored. The Bridge Network Br0 (assets may be referred from Table 2) is shared by the hosts H1 & H2. The asset values (with dependencies) for the above mentioned assets have been listed in Table 2. Within the risk assessment scope all the assets are identified and their values required for assigning or computing. Asset Value (AV) in a Cloud scenario may be determined by employing the following metrics:

Security (SRs): It includes of confidentiality (Cs), integrity (Is) and availability (As) an asset is necessary. The following equation (8) is used to calculate security:

\[ SRs = x_sC_s + y_sI_s + z_sA_s, \]
\[ \Rightarrow (x_s + y_s + z_s = 1) \]  

Auditability (AR): Auditability is described as the requirement to gather and make accessible relevant evidence data related to the use and operation of cloud services. As a result, auditability determines asset significance as well as the entire audit environment.

Governance (GR): The governance contains 2 types and they are EG (External Governance) IG (Internal Governance). For use the cloud services there are some sort of relevant regulations or agreement, which is defined by EG. The set of policies accepted by every stockholder to assure the expected services delivery is referred by IG. The calculation of asset value is shown in equation (9),

\[ AVs = \text{ceil}(as*SRs + bs*ARs + cs*GRs) \]
\[ \Rightarrow (as + bs + cs = 1) \]  

Table 1: Time Cost Of Security Scanning With Two Modes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Scanning Mode</th>
<th>Serial Scanning Time(s)</th>
<th>Parallel Scanning Time(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Global Scanning for Single Cloud</td>
<td>3607</td>
<td>806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Global Scanning for Double Cloud</td>
<td>5700</td>
<td>1211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>User Scanning in Single Cloud</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>User Scanning in Double Cloud</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: CSP1’s Valuation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Asset IDs</th>
<th>SRs</th>
<th>ARs</th>
<th>GRs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM1</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM2</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Br0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Then the security (SR) for the each asset value of CSP1 is obtained by the following equation (10):

\[ SRH1 = ((5 * .3) + (5 * .3) + (4 * .4)) = (4.6) \]
\[ AVH1 = \text{ceil}((4.6 * .3) + (4 * .3) + (3 * .4)) = (4.0) \]
\[ SRH2 = ((4 * .3) + (3 * .4) + (4 * .3)) = (3.6) \]
\[ AVH2 = \text{ceil}((3.6 * .3) + (4 * .3) + (3 * .4)) = (4.0) \]
\[ SRVM1 = ((5 * .3) + (4 * .4) + (5 * .3)) = (4.6) \]
\[ AVVM1 = ((4.6 * .3) + (4 * .3) + (3 * .4)) = (4.0) \]
\[ SRVM2 = ((4 * .3) + (3 * .4) + (4 * .3)) = (3.6) \]
\[ AVVM2 = \text{ceil}((3.6 * .3) + (4 * .3) + (3 * .4)) = (4.0) \]
\[ SRS1 = ((3 * .5) + (5 * .3) + (5 * .2)) = (4.5) \]
\[ AVS1 = \text{ceil}((4.5 * .5) + (4 * .1) + (3 * .4)) = (4.0) \]
\[ SRD2 = ((4 * .3) + (4 * .4) + (3 * .3)) = (3.3) \]
\[ AVD2 = \text{ceil}((3.3 * .4) + (4 * .2) + (3 * .4)) = (4.0) \]
\[
SRBr0 = ((3 \times .3) + (4 \times .4) + (5 \times .3)) = (4.0)
\]
\[
AVBr0 = ceil((4 \times .4) + (2 \times .3) + (2 \times .3)) = (3.0)
\]

Here the values that interpreted for the evaluation parameters described that five as “Very High”, four as “High”, three as “Medium”, two as “Low” and one as “Very Low” on the respective parameter as shown in Table 2 and Figure 2.

5. CONCLUSION

Cloud computing achieves more merits, now a days the security is a biggest concern of its client. A framework for cloud services that includes a measurable governance modeling approach was devised in this. This model provided a cloud security models that secures organizational, physical and virtual assets. In this security model first the assets are classified and then the security scanning was carried out for the effective quantifiable governance evaluation. The quantifiable security evaluation adopted the One Vote Mechanism to count one field score and adding the sum of totals as total score. Based on G-cloud platform the quantifiable governance evaluation is applied for various cloud users. It should be noted that the asset value and security parameters are important in a specific cloud organization for specific measures (prevention/mitigation /acceptance /transfer) deciding and the security model of present paper is implemented for protecting the assets. This security model evaluated such AV and SR values then obtained high values.

The limitations as well as the threats to the framework's validity, the creation of the framework was carried out using qualitative approaches, and the threats to the framework's validity need to be assessed from this point of view. In terms of credibility the authors emphasise that the wide range of organizations that were participating in the building helped to lessen their influence over the findings.
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